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SPECTACULAR BAGPIPE BANDS
GREAT SCOTTISH FOOD
BEAUTIFUL HIGHLAND DANCING
SEE WORKING SHEEPDOGS IN ACTION
WATCH UNIQUE ATHLETIC EVENTS

music theatre

JOIN IN THE PARADE OF TARTANS
SING & DANCE AT THE CEILIDH

APERFORMERS
GREAT DAY
Dublin
O’Shea
FOR THE
Steel Bonnets
WHOLE FAMILY!!
The Finn MacCools

TICKETS
Adults $10.00
Children under 12 FREE
7300 Chestnut Street
Wauwatosa, Wisconsin
www.milwaukeehighlandgames.com

$3.00 off before 10:00AM with a per person
donation of non-perishable food item to the
Second Harvest Food Bank of Milwaukee.
(Collection container at admission gate.)
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HARBOR
FREIGHT TOOLS
Quality Tools at Ridiculously Low Prices
FACTORY DIRECT TO YOU!
How does Harbor Freight Tools sell high
quality tools at such ridiculously low
prices? We buy direct from the factories
who also supply other major brands and
sell direct to you. It’s just that simple!
Come see for yourself at one of our 400+
Stores Nationwide and use this 20% Off
Coupon on one of our 7,000 products*, plus
pick up a Free 9 LED Aluminum Flashlight,
a $6.99 value. We stock Shop Equipment,
Hand Tools, Tarps, Compressors, Air &
Power Tools, Woodworking Tools, Welders,
Tool Boxes, Generators, and much more.
• Over 20 Million Satisﬁed Customers!
• 1 Year Competitor’s Low Price Guarantee
• No Hassle Return Policy!
• 100% Satisfaction Guaranteed!
• Over 400 Stores Nationwide
NOBODY BEATS OUR QUALITY, SERVICE AND PRICE!
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PORT
PORTABLE
GENERATORS
(212 CC)

SUPER
QUIET!

Noise Level

Item
68528
shown

SAVE
$200

$

WITH ANY PURCHASE

299

27 LED PORTABLE
WORKLIGHT/FLASHLIGHT

SAVE
56%

LOT NO.
67227/
60566/
69567

2

$ 59

Requires three
AAA batteries
(included).

ELECTRIC CHAIN SAW
SHARPENER

R !
15"
PE ON
SU UP LOT NO. 46163/
68442/69649
CO

Item
68221
shown

$

x 13" ALL PURPOSE
SHOP TOWELS
PACK OF 50

SAVE
43%

Item
46163
shown

REG. PRICE $15.99
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O
C

AUTO-DARKENING
WELDING HELMET WITH
BLUE FLAME DESIGN

SAVE
50%
R !
PE ON
SU UP
CO

2.5 HP,
21 GALLON,
125 PSI VERTICAL
AIR COMPRESSOR
Item 67847
shown

$

149

Item
46807
shown

SAVE
66%

1

$ 99

REG.
PRICE
$5.99

LIMIT 7 - Good at our stores or website or by phone. Cannot be used with other discount or coupon or prior
purchases after 30 days from original purchase with original receipt. Offer good while supplies last. Nontransferable. Original coupon must be presented. Valid through 9/1/13. Limit one coupon per customer per day.

4-1/2" ANGLE GRINDER
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O
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SAVE
50%

SAVE
52%

7

$ 99

REG.
PRICE
$16.99

WIRELESS DRIVEWAY
ALERT SYSTEM
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Item 93068
shown
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O
C

12

99

REG.
PRICE
$29.99

LOT NO. 91006

Electronic keypad requires
four C batteries (included).

9999

$

99

99

REG. PRICE $149.99

RECIPROCATING SAW
WITH ROTATING HANDLE
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SU UP
O
C

LIMIT 4 - Good at our stores or website or by phone. Cannot be used with other discount or coupon or prior
purchases after 30 days from original purchase with original receipt. Offer good while supplies last. Nontransferable. Original coupon must be presented. Valid through 9/1/13. Limit one coupon per customer per day.

MOVER'S DOLLY
LOT NO. 93888/60497

$

LIMIT 3 - Good at our stores or website or by phone. Cannot be used with other discount or coupon or prior
purchases after 30 days from original purchase with original receipt. Offer good while supplies last. Nontransferable. Original coupon must be presented. Valid through 9/1/13. Limit one coupon per customer per day.

R !
PE ON Item
68049
SU UP
shown
CO
• Low Proﬁle

WEIGHS
77 LBS.

SAVE
$70

RAPID PUMP®
2.5 TON HEAVY DUTY
STEEL FLOOR JACK

LOT NO. 68049/60688/61282/61253

SAVE
46%

1000 LB.
CAPACITY

7

Item
93888
shown

$ 99

REG.
PRICE
$14.99

$

6999

LIMIT 3 - Good at our stores or website or by phone. Cannot be used with other discount or coupon or prior
purchases after 30 days from original purchase with original receipt. Offer good while supplies last. Nontransferable. Original coupon must be presented. Valid through 9/1/13. Limit one coupon per customer per day.

R !
PE ON LOT NO.
SU UP 68236/61449
CO

1500 LB.
CAPACITY

Item 90018
shown

LOT NO. 90018/69595/60334

$

SAVE
$65

7999

REG. PRICE $144.99

MECHANIC'S
GLOVES
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Item 93640
shown

LARGE

NO.
SAVE 93640LOT/60447
64%

YOUR CHOICE!

X-LARGE

3

$ 59

4

TORQUE WRENCHES

SAVE
71%

Item 239
shown

1/4" DRIVE

LOT NO. 2696/61277

YOUR CHOICE!

9

$ 99

ACCURACY
WITHIN ±4%

REG.
PRICE
$34.99

16 OZ. HAMMERS
WITH FIBERGLASS
HANDLE

R !
PE ON
SU UP
CO
YOUR
CHOICE!

Item 47872
shown

SAVE LOT NO.CLAW
47872/
62% 69006/60715/60714

2

$ 99

RIP

REG. PRICE $7.99

LOT NO. 47873/
69005/61262

LIMIT 8 - Good at our stores or website or by phone. Cannot be used with other discount or coupon or prior
purchases after 30 days from original purchase with original receipt. Offer good while supplies last. Nontransferable. Original coupon must be presented. Valid through 9/1/13. Limit one coupon per customer per day.

PORTABLE GARAGE

R !
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SU UP
CO

LOT NO. 69039/
68217/60727

SAVE
$125

Item 69039 shown

1/2" DRIVE

$

R !
PE ON
SU UP
O
C

REG. PRICE $299.99

R !
PE ON
SU UP
CO

18 VOLT CORDLESS
3/8" DRILL/DRIVER AND
FLASHLIGHT KIT
Item 68287 shown

55%

LOT NO. 68287/69652

$

Includes one 18V

battery and
LOT NO. 239 NiCdcharger.

7 PIECE RATCHETING
COMBINATION WRENCH
SETS
SAE METRIC

1999

REG.
PRICE
$39.99

LIMIT 5 - Good at our stores or website or by phone. Cannot be used with other discount or coupon or prior
purchases after 30 days from original purchase with original receipt. Offer good while supplies last. Nontransferable. Original coupon must be presented. Valid through 9/1/13. Limit one coupon per customer per day.

17499

LIMIT 4 - Good at our stores or website or by phone. Cannot be used with other discount or coupon or prior
purchases after 30 days from original purchase with original receipt. Offer good while supplies last. Nontransferable. Original coupon must be presented. Valid through 9/1/13. Limit one coupon per customer per day.

3/8" DRIVE SAVE

LOT NO. 807/61276

REG.
PRICE
$9.99

LIMIT 6 - Good at our stores or website or by phone. Cannot be used with other discount or coupon or prior
purchases after 30 days from original purchase with original receipt. Offer good while supplies last. Nontransferable. Original coupon must be presented. Valid through 9/1/13. Limit one coupon per customer per day.

REG. PRICE $9.99
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Item 68236
shown

$ 99

LOT NO.
93641/60448

LIMIT 8 - Good at our stores or website or by phone. Cannot be used with other discount or coupon or prior
purchases after 30 days from original purchase with original receipt. Offer good while supplies last. Nontransferable. Original coupon must be presented. Valid through 9/1/13. Limit one coupon per customer per day.

17 PIECE AIR TOOL
ACCESSORY KIT

SAVE
50%

SUPER-WIDE TRI-FOLD
LOADING RAMP

R !
PE ON
SU UP
O
C

LOT NO. 96654 LOT NO. 95552

LOT NO.
65570

SAVE
$50

LIMIT 6 - Good at our stores or website or by phone. Cannot be used with other discount or coupon or prior
purchases after 30 days from original purchase with original receipt. Offer good while supplies last. Nontransferable. Original coupon must be presented. Valid through 9/1/13. Limit one coupon per customer per day.

REG. PRICE $229.99

R !
PE ON
SU UP
O
C

REG.
PRICE
$24.99

LIMIT 3 - Good at our stores or website or by phone. Cannot be used with other discount or coupon or prior LIMIT 7 - Good at our stores or website or by phone. Cannot be used with other discount or coupon or prior
purchases after 30 days from original purchase with original receipt. Offer good while supplies last. Non- purchases after 30 days from original purchase with original receipt. Offer good while supplies last. Nontransferable. Original coupon must be presented. Valid through 9/1/13. Limit one coupon per customer per day. transferable. Original coupon must be presented. Valid through 9/1/13. Limit one coupon per customer per day.

LOT NO. 68146/

4999

Requires one
9 volt and three
C batteries
(sold separately).

1.5 CUBIC FT.
ELECTRONIC
DIGITAL SAFE

SAVE
50%

2000 LB. 61258/61297
ELECTRIC WINCH
WITH REMOTE CONTROL
AND AUTOMATIC BRAKE

999

LIMIT 8 - Good at our stores or website or by phone. Cannot be used with other discount or coupon or prior LIMIT 3 - Good at our stores or website or by phone. Cannot be used with other discount or coupon or prior
purchases after 30 days from original purchase with original receipt. Offer good while supplies last. Non- purchases after 30 days from original purchase with original receipt. Offer good while supplies last. Nontransferable. Original coupon must be presented. Valid through 9/1/13. Limit one coupon per customer per day. transferable. Original coupon must be presented. Valid through 9/1/13. Limit one coupon per customer per day.

SAVE
$50

LIMIT 8 - Good at our stores or website or by phone. Cannot be used with other discount or coupon or prior
purchases after 30 days from original purchase with original receipt. Offer good while supplies last. Nontransferable. Original coupon must be presented. Valid through 9/1/13. Limit one coupon per customer per day.

$

REG.
PRICE
$19.99

LIMIT 6 - Good at our stores or website or by phone. Cannot be used with other discount or coupon or prior
purchases after 30 days from original purchase with original receipt. Offer good while supplies last. Nontransferable. Original coupon must be presented. Valid through 9/1/13. Limit one coupon per customer per day.

4 PIECE 1" x 15 FT.
RATCHETING
TIE DOWN SET

Item
68146
shown

Item 95578
shown

9

$

REG.
PRICE
$219.99

REG.
PRICE
$99.99

LOT NO.
95578/69645/
60625

$ 99

LOT NO.
90984/60405

R !
PE ON
SU UP
O
LOT NO. 46807/ C

LOT NO.
95659

SAVE
60% $

LIMIT 5 - Good at our stores or website or by phone. Cannot be used with other discount or coupon or prior
purchases after 30 days from original purchase with original receipt. Offer good while supplies last. Nontransferable. Original coupon must be presented. Valid through 9/1/13. Limit one coupon per customer per day.

SAVE
56%

12" RATCHET
BAR CLAMP/SPREADER
68975/69221/
69222

LIMIT 1 - Save 20% on any one item purchased at our stores or website or by phone. *Cannot be
used with other discount, coupon, gift cards, Inside Track Club membership, extended service plans or
on any of the following: compressors, generators, tool storage or carts, welders, ﬂoor jacks, Towable
Ride-On Trencher (Item 65162), open box items, in-store event or parking lot sale items. Not valid
on prior purchases after 30 days from original purchase date with original receipt. Non-transferrable.
Original coupon must be presented. Valid through 9/1/13. Limit one coupon per customer per day.

99

Item 90984
shown

SAVE
$130 $

LOT NO. 93068/69590

LIMIT 3 - Good at our stores or website or by phone. Cannot be used with other discount or coupon or prior
purchases after 30 days from original purchase with original receipt. Offer good while supplies last. Nontransferable. Original coupon must be presented. Valid through 9/1/13. Limit one coupon per customer per day.

R !
PE ON
SU UP
CO

580 LB. CAPACITY
FOUR DRAWER
TOOL CART

LOT NO. 5889

PIECE TITANIUM
NITRIDE COATED
DRILL BIT SET

REG. PRICE $139.99

SAVE
$70 LOT NO. 67847/69091/61454

REG. PRICE $49.99

R !
PE ON
SU UP
O
C

3999

REG. PRICE $79.99

99

LIMIT 5 - Good at our stores or website or by phone. Cannot be used with other discount or coupon or prior
purchases after 30 days from original purchase with original receipt. Offer good while supplies last. Nontransferable. Original coupon must be presented. Valid through 9/1/13. Limit one coupon per customer per day.

$

R !
PE ON
SU UP
29
CO

R !
PE ON
SU UP
CO

ANY SINGLE ITEM!

LOT NO. 91214

LIMIT 3 - Good at our stores or website or by phone. Cannot be used with other discount or coupon or prior
purchases after 30 days from original purchase with original receipt. Offer good while supplies last. Nontransferable. Original coupon must be presented. Valid through 9/1/13. Limit one coupon per customer per day.

SAVE
44%

27

8

$ 99

LIMIT 8 - Good at our stores or website or by phone. Cannot be used with other discount or coupon or prior
purchases after 30 days from original purchase with original receipt. Offer good while supplies last. Nontransferable. Original coupon must be presented. Valid through 9/1/13. Limit one coupon per customer per day.

LOT NO. 68221/93213

4-1/4" GRINDING
WHEEL INCLUDED

OFF!

REG. PRICE $6.99

LIMIT 1 - Cannot be used with other discount, coupon or prior purchase. Coupon good at our stores or website or
by phone. Offer good while supplies last. Shipping & Handling charges may apply if not picked up in-store. Nontransferable. Original coupon must be presented. Valid through 9/1/13. Limit one coupon per customer per day.

REG. PRICE $5.99
LIMIT 8 - Good at our stores or website or by phone. Cannot be used with other discount or coupon or prior
purchases after 30 days from original purchase with original receipt. Offer good while supplies last. Nontransferable. Original coupon must be presented. Valid through 9/1/13. Limit one coupon per customer per day.

20%
Item 46163
shown

ANY
SINGLE
ITEM!

ITEM 65020/69052/69111

Item 65020
shown

ON ALL HAND TOOLS!

R !
PE ON
SU UP
CO

3-1/2" SUPER BRIGHT
NINE LED ALUMINUM
FLASHLIGHT

99

REG. PRICE $499.99

R !
PE ON
SU UP
CO

FREE!

LOT NO. LOT NO. 68527/
68528/
69675/69728,
69676/69729 CALIFORNIA ONLY

LIMIT 3 - Good at our stores or website or by phone. Cannot be used with other discount or coupon or prior
purchases after 30 days from original purchase with original receipt. Offer good while supplies last. Nontransferable. Original coupon must be presented. Valid through 9/1/13. Limit one coupon per customer per day.

R !
PE ON
SU UP Item 67227
shown
CO

R !
PE ON
SU UP
CO

LIFETIME WARRANTY

1999

REG. PRICE $44.99
LIMIT 5 - Good at our stores or website or by phone. Cannot be used with other discount or coupon or prior
purchases after 30 days from original purchase with original receipt. Offer good while supplies last. Nontransferable. Original coupon must be presented. Valid through 9/1/13. Limit one coupon per customer per day.

R !
60"
PE ON
SU UP
Item 93454
CO
shown

SAVE YOUR CHOICE!
55% $
99

17

WORKBENCH WITH
FOUR DRAWERS

SAVE LOT NO. 93454/
$90 69054/61448

$

13999
REG. PRICE $229.99

REG. PRICE $39.99

LIMIT 6 - Good at our stores or website or by phone. Cannot be used with other discount or coupon or prior LIMIT 5 - Good at our stores or website or by phone. Cannot be used with other discount or coupon or prior
purchases after 30 days from original purchase with original receipt. Offer good while supplies last. Non- purchases after 30 days from original purchase with original receipt. Offer good while supplies last. Nontransferable. Original coupon must be presented. Valid through 9/1/13. Limit one coupon per customer per day. transferable. Original coupon must be presented. Valid through 9/1/13. Limit one coupon per customer per day.

MILWAUKEE
(414) 744-0955

RACINE
(262) 554-5106

WEST ALLIS
(414) 257-9258

4698 South Whitnall Avenue, Suite 1 2380 South Green Bay Road 6808 West Greenﬁeld Avenue

FROM THE PUBLISHERS

Raising generations
who believe
entitlement is the
way of life

MAY 2013
1950s
Deadlines and
Jeanne Draelos
family drama
(Tom’s mom) and
must have a
Helen Hill (my mom)
very close
relationhip.
Just visited
my mom
again on what
seems to be a
monthly trip to the emergency
room. The matriarch of our
family is goin’ to war with her
old age. A little clot, a little
aneurism and a little heart disease all seem a bit too
aggressive now on an 89 year-old body that had eight
kids and worked the family farm her whole life.
Afterall, what’s a little aneurism after making and
unloading six wagons of hay on a 90 degree day? This
evening I called her hospital room and there was no
answer. She was just down the hall with one of the
nurses, but it was the one of the first times that I can
remember that I called my mother and she didn’t
answer the phone. But the good news -after a few
weeks of therapy, she may be able to get back home
again!
But through crisis and calamity, life goes on and
smiles can prevail. How lucky we have all been to have
loved and been loved by the indomitable spirits of our
Mothers! The best gift is always just the time you
spend with her. Grab a notebook and ask her for a
few good stories from her lifetime that you can write
down and remember always.
On a lighter note, a few weekends ago Tom and I
were taking a very windy walk down Chicago’s
Michigan Avenue with friends and he leaned in and
whispered ‘You look particularly cute today’! Really??!
He meant it! Who cares that I’m not 21 anymore...my
husband thinks I’m CUTE!
That little spurt of joy those simple words brought
to me is how spring can feel as well. The first breeze
that smells like summer sunshine... the handful of
daffodils on the kitchen table... fresh sheets on the
clothes line... the sound of earthworms working their
magic in the garden at night... and that first scream of
dismay when you see your winter legs slip into shorts
for the first time (but who cares...we’re still cute)!
Our spring issue welcomes in those transitional
seasons. No matter the hardships that come our way
or the joys that slip unnoticed into our days - life is
good, the sun is warm and attitude is always a choice!
Do you plant a garden? Feed the neighborhood birds
and squirrels? Chat with neighbors at the mailbox? Or
just quietly enjoy the fresh scents and colors?
New seasons bring in new experiences. Spring on
the farm was always full of mud puddles, sloppy
shoes and newly planted seeds of anticipation.
Embrace. Enjoy. Plant your seeds.

And always remember to...

Celebrate Life!
Sandy and Tom Draelos

By Hellen Chen, Marriage and Family Expert

A survey released last year called the American Freshman Survey, which has accumulated data
for the past 47 years from 9 million young adults, revealed that college students are more likely
than ever to call themselves gifted and having the drive to succeed, even though their test scores
in key skills and time spent studying are decreasing.
For example, students are much more likely to say they have above average writing abilities yet
independent test scores show that their writing abilities are far less than those of their counterparts from the 1960s.
Many experts have weighed in on this, citing issues about the younger generation having a false
sense of self-esteem (not based on actual produced work), having easy access to credit, easy
rewards and mainly the influence of parents who give excessively.
In an article written by Kate Rourke, a student from Franklin Pierce University in New Hampshire, she said, “...in the 1980s, with a growing sense of urgency to provide the next generation
with an “easier life” ...parents have instead instilled in their children the idea that “entitlement”
should have a positive connotation, and that any public assistance programs should be favored
and supported, and that “labor” is no longer a term to take pride in, but to reject at all costs.”
The sense of entitlement is not just found in Generation Y or any particular generation but is
rampant in families that have somehow instilled in their children the concept of ‘you do not have
to produce something valuable in order to receive.’
Take the example of Suzanne — a 40-year-old executive who was raised in a family which had
paid for all her education until college and beyond. She had her own car to drive when she turned
18 and her family would stand by if she needed any financial assistance. She has never known
The Entitlement Generation continued on page 22

It’s gardening season, so put down
the smar
smartt phones and enjoy some
peace, harmony and sweat equity!
Green, sustainable, environmentally conscious, beautiful, and year-round enjoyment seem to be the trends
for homeowners’ outdoor living spaces. Whether planting native shrubs, natural fertilizing of lawns, or cultivating a rain garden, there are many options to choose
from. And because outdoor space is meant to be enjoyed, landscapers continue to get requests for incorporating lighting, firepits, water features, and a cozy
atmosphere around the family patio.
“The horticulture landscape has always been about
being green, which is what we do,” said Bill Wandsnider,
RLA, CLP, owner of Wandsnider Landscape Design &
Construction, Menomonee Falls. “I think that in general there is an increase in environmental consciousness. Concerns about the environment we live in
tends to focus our thinking about what we can do on our own individual scale, such as buy a shade tree
or do a planting in the yard that gives off oxygen, provides food and shelter for wildlife, and at the same
time, helps prevent runoff and erosion to keep from polluting and flooding our streets.”
A Natural Fertilizer and Meadowland Grass
Before there was fertilizer, there was clover. Until after World War II, White Dutch clover was widely
accepted as part of a lawnscape; however when herbicides were developed, they not only killed weeds,
but clover too.
“Years ago, if you observed a park during a draught, it was green because of the clover in the grass
Garden Season continued on page 18

Enjoy!
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To accommodate aging baby boomers,
some of our favorite artists from the
60s are revising their lyrics...
Bobby Darin —
Splish, Splash, I Was Havin’ A Flash
Herman’s Hermits —
Mrs. Brown, You’ve Got a Lovely Walker
Ringo Starr —
I Get By With A Little Help From Depends
The Bee Gees —How Can You Mend A Broken Hip?
Roberta Flack—The First Time Ever I Forgot Your Face
Johnny Nash —I Can’t See Clearly Now
Paul Simon—Fifty Ways To Lose Your Liver
The Commodores —Once, Twice, Three Times To The Bathroom
Procol Harem—A Whiter Shade Of Hair
Leo Sayer —You Make Me Feel Like Napping
The Temptations —Papa’s Got A Kidney Stone
Abba—Denture Queen
Helen Reddy —I Am Woman; Hear Me Snore
Leslie Gore—It’s My Procedure, and I’ll Cry If I Want To
Willie Nelson —On the Commode Again
~Anonymous email

Page 6/MA
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MAY HIGHLIGHTS

Ride Historic Electrics at East Troy
Operates May through October
browse www.easttroyrr.org for schedule

EAST TROY RAILROAD MUSEUM
(262) 642-3263

2002 Church St. East Troy, WI 53120

Mother Daughter Afternoon Tea
Saturday, May 11, 11:30am
$25 per person includes Afternoon Tea
service, a free gift, shopping coupon,
and prize drawings. Take some time
out of your busy day to enjoy the
company of that special someone in
your life. Sisters and friends alike
Whirled Fest: A Global Dancing, Dining
and Shopping Experience
Saturday, May 11
Cedarburg Cultural Center
Immerse yourself in a day full of dance,
food and culture from around the globe.
Costumed dancers representing a
variety of countries will thrill you!
Cuisine from nations both familiar and
intriguing will tempt you!
Mother’s Day Brunch at Old World
Wisconsin
May 12
Call for seating
Make mom’s gift a morning spent
together: relax over our tasty brunch
buffet, then stroll through our heirloom
gardens and farmsteads. All moms
receive free museum admission today.
Sip, Shop & Stroll - Ladies Night in
Cedarburg
Thursday, May 16
Over 70 downtown Cedarburg businesses will open their doors to ladies
for the 4th annual special night of
pampering, shopping and partying.
Paul McCartney and the Wings
RockShow at IPic
May 16 - 19
Bayshore Town Center
Join us on May 16th at 8pm and May
19th (matinee) for our concert show
Paul McCartney and Wings Rockshow!
Reserve your tickets at ipic.com or visit
us at the Bayshore Town Center!

Nostalgia Dinner Show
Friday, May 17
Tripoli Shrine Center
Enjoy a Nostalgia Dinner and a
tribute to the past with comedian
Randy Riggle. ‘Nostalgia’ takes you
down memory lane with your ’57
Chevy as we remember the times
and people who change our lives.
You’ll be taken back...
Waukesha County Museum Open
House!
Saturday, May 18
Waukesha County Museum
In honor of historic preservation
month, the Waukesha County
Museum will be offering a free open
house on May 18th! In addition to
free general admission for everyone,
the museum will have several
activities and tours.

The only interurban
electric dining car service
in North America
Paul Burgess and
Mark Llanuza photos

Film- A Farewell To Arms (1932)
Based on the novel by Ernest
Hemingway and starring Gary
Cooper. In WWI Italy, an American
ambulance driver falls in love with a
British nurse. After being parted, he
is wounded and finds himself in her
hospital...
Wednesday, May 29
Chudnow Museum, 6pm
2013 Bead & Button Show
May 31 - June 10
Delta Center
Attend the largest consumer bead
and jewelry show in world held
annually in Milwaukee. Jewelry
enthusiasts from all over the world
attend to learn and shop at the
incredible Bead & Jewelry Marketplace.

Delafield Spring Art Walk
Friday, May 17
Delafield welcomes visitors to spend
the day in our beautiful City, and enjoy a
variety of artisians and musicians who
will be located in the downtown district.
Stroll the area with the entire family!

Spring Motorcoach Trip to Madison
Saturday, June 1
Waukesha County Museum
Let s celebrate homegrown flowers
and food with a trip to Madison!
Enjoy the ride in a deluxe
motorcoach bus that departs from
the Waukesha County Museum at
8am. Our first stop will be at the
Dane County Farmers Market ...

Jason Bishop: Believing is Seeing
Friday, May 17
South Milwaukee Performing Arts
Center
As America’s Hottest Illusionist, Jason
Bishop might have a person passing
through his body one moment or make
goldfish appear from nowhere the next.
Featuring exclusive large illusions and
award winning slight of hand

Spring on Brady - 2nd Annual Art
Walk
Saturday, June 1
Shops on Brady Street
Come on down to Brady Street to
celebrate Spring as we bring you our
2nd Annual Art Walk with our friends
from Art Milwaukee. Also shop
amazing sidewalk sales along with
spectacular dining and drink deals.

Find more events at visitmilwaukee.org
“Age doesn’t matter, unless you’re a cheese.” —Billie Burke
“An old-timer is someone who can remember when a naughty child was
taken to the woodshed instead of to a psychiatrist.” —David Greenberg
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Things I’ve Learned From My Children
1. A king size waterbed holds enough water to fill a 2000 sq. foot house 4
inches deep.
2. If you spray hair spray on dust bunnies and run over them with roller
blades, they can ignite.
3. A 3-year-olds voice is louder than 200 adults in a crowded restaurant.
4. If you hook a dog leash over a ceiling fan, the motor is not strong
enough to rotate a 42 pound boy wearing Batman underwear and a
superman cape. It is strong enough, however, if tied to a paint can, to
spread paint on all four walls of a 20 by 20 foot room.
5. You should not throw baseballs up when the ceiling fan is on. When
using the ceiling fan as a bat, you have to throw the ball up a few times
before you get a hit. A ceiling fan can hit a baseball a long way.
6. The glass in windows (even double pane) doesn’t stop a baseball hit
by a ceiling fan.
7. When you hear the toilet flush and the words “Uh-oh,” it’s too late.
8. Brake fluid mixed with Clorox makes smoke, and lots of it.
9. A six-year-old can start a fire with a flint rock even though a 36-year-old
man says they can only do it in the movies.
10. Certain Legos will pass through the digestive tract of a four-year-old.
11. Play Dough and Microwave should never be used in the same
sentence.
12. Super glue is forever.
13. No matter how much Jell-O you put in a swimming pool you still can’t
walk on water.
14. Pool filters do not like Jell-O.
15. VCR’s do not eject PB&J sandwiches even though TV commercials
show they do.
16. Garbage bags do not make good parachutes.
17. Marbles in gas tanks make lots of noise when driving.
18. You probably do not want to know what that odor is.
19. Always look in the oven before you turn it on. Toys do not like ovens.
20. The fire department in Austin, TX has a 5-minute response time.
21. Spin cycle on the washing machine does not make earthworms dizzy.
22. It will however make cats dizzy.
23. Cats throw up twice their body weight when dizzy.
24. The mind of a six-year-old is wonderful.

.........................
What My Mother Taught Me About...

1. My Mother taught me about ANTICIPATION...
“Just wait until your father gets home.”
2. My Mother taught me about RECEIVING....
“You are going to get it when we get home!”
3. My Mother taught me to MEET A CHALLENGE...
“What were you thinking? Answer me when I talk to you! Don’t talk back to
me!”
4. My Mother taught me LOGIC...
“If you fall out off that swing and break your neck, you’re not going to the
store with me.”
5. My Mother taught me MEDICAL SCIENCE...
“If you don’t stop crossing your eyes, they are going to freeze that way.”
6. My Mother taught me to THINK AHEAD...
“If you don’t pass your spelling test, you’ll never get a good job.”
7. My Mother taught me HUMOR...
“When that lawn mower cuts off your toes, don’t come running to me.”
8. My Mother taught me how to BECOME AN ADULT...
“If you don’t eat your vegetables, you’ll never grow up.”
9. My Mother taught me about GENETICS...
“You’re just like your father.”
10. My Mother taught me about my ROOTS...
“Do you think you were born in a barn?”
11. My Mother taught me about WISDOM OF AGE...
“When you get to be my age, you will understand.”
12. My Mother taught me about JUSTICE...
“One day you’ll have kids, and I hope they turn out just like you....Then you’ll
see what it’s like!”
~anonymous emails
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Downtown’s summer
trolleys ring again
beginning May 23
Downtown Milwaukee’s trolley service,
presented by VISIT Milwaukee, will roll out Thurs., May 23. Operated by Transit Express, service will run Thurs. – Sat., 11 a.m. to 9 p.m., May 23 through
August 31. One complete loop is 40 minutes. Two trolleys will service the “Hop
‘n Shop, Wine ‘n Dine” route to offer 20-minute headways at designated stops.
Rides are $1 per person, round trip.
“This will be one of the busiest summers Milwaukee has seen in decades,” said
Beth Weirick, executive director of Milwaukee Downtown, BID #21. “The Milwaukee Trolley Loop is designed to give our guests a comfortable and relaxing
visitor experience.”
Attractions along the Milwaukee Trolley Loop route include the Milwaukee
Public Market, Delta Center, Milwaukee Public Museum, Jazz in the Park, East
Town Market, KidZ Days, Milwaukee Art Museum, Discovery World at Pier
Wisconsin, Betty Brinn Children’s Museum, boat cruises and the theater and
hotel districts. The route also encompasses downtown’s many restaurants, shops,
spas and salons, making it ideal for a girlfriend’s escape.
For route and schedule information, visit www.milwaukeedowntown.com or
call 414.562.RIDE.

Garden revitalization series with Melinda
Myers to kick off on May 15
Series Designed to Help Wisconsin Gardeners
Revive Landscapes in the Aftermath of Extreme
Weather
Gardening expert Melinda Myers will present a
much-needed “Garden Revitalization” series at
Boerner Botanical Gardens this growing season.
After the heat and drought of 2012 and this year’s
cold rainy spring that has left many landscapes and
gardeners stressed, this series, hosted by the
Friends of Boerner Botanical Gardens, is sure to
revive gardeners’ spirits and give people lots of ideas
for revitalizing their landscapes. The series begins on May 15 and runs through
October with themes of Spring Renewal, Sizzling Summer Beauties, and Fall
Finale. Explained Myers, “We’ll showcase possible plant replacements, stress
tolerant low maintenance plants, and plant combinations to give landscapes a
seasonal facelift after the extreme conditions we’ve faced over the past year.”
For more information or to register call 414-525-5659. Class size is limited.
Visit www.MelindaMyers.com or www.BoernerBotanicalGardens.org

Unique Travel Company
Literally Changes Lives with
Ever
Everyy Trip
Ged Caddick launched his ecotour company nine
years ago with a dumbfounding mission – to give
his profits away! With a Masters Degree in Wildlife
Ecology from the University of Florida, Ged has
always been fueled by his passion for making a difference. After successfully working in wildlife conservation, he launched Terra Incognita Ecotours, a
Florida-based travel company with a simple mission – to give back.
Nine years later, Ged has donated more than
$130,000 to charities in more than 7 countries, literally changing lives each and every
time he gets on an airplane. It’s clear, Terra
Incognita Ecotours isn’t your average travel
company.
“The business model I created for Terra
Incognita isn’t based on profits, like most
businesses are. We measure success by how
much we’re able to give away – the more
the better,” says Ged.
Cabin, Lankayan Islands, Borneo
So how does he do it? Every ecotour gives
back to the communities that so graciously host them for a day, a week or
even a month. With destinations like Belize,
Borneo, Brazil, China, India, Kenya,
Rwanda, Madagascar and Tanzania, Ged’s
ecotours attract travelers who want to visit
the most exotic parts of the globe with an
expert guide to show them the way. “My
clients want an incredible experience, but
they are thoughtful and responsible,” says
Ged. A percentage of every person’s tour
goes directly and immediately back to a conThird jaguar sighting on Three
Brothers River, Pantanal, Brazil
servation partner in the areas they visit.
Ged doesn’t just donate a check at the
end of each year. He takes all of his travelers right to the organization to
which they are contributing. In Rwanda, his tours visit the Gorilla Doctors
(www.gorilladoctors.org), a non-profit group of veterinarians responsible
for keeping the highly endangered Mountain Gorilla population healthy. They
Unique Travel Company continued on page 16
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RIDE! A 55-minute round trip journey on 1900-era train cars
SEE! Railroad displays and restored railway equipment
EXPLORE! Our gift shop within an 1894 railroad depot
PL AN YOUR VISIT
0QFO%BZT"8FFL+VOF4FQU
0QFO8FFLFOET.BZ4FQU0DU
ćSFF%FQBSUVSFT%BJMZBN QNQN
Departure times vary during special events

Mother’s Day Weekend!

Mid-Continent Railway Museum offers three
varieties of our popular onboard dining
experiences to show Mom your appreciation.
Each dining option takes place aboard our
SFTUPSFEMVYVSJPVT'JSTU$MBTTDBST5JNFTMJTUFE
are round trip.

Upcoming Special Events
t.PUIFST%BZ8FFLFOE4QFDJBM5SBJOT.BZ
t8PSME8BS*&ODBNQNFOU8FFLFOE+VMZ
See our website for a full list of events!
Ride in Coach, Caboose, or join the engineer in the Locomotive Cab!

FIRST CLASS - Saturday, May 11 at 11:00 am & 1:00 pm

Coach tickets: $20/adult, $18/senior (62+), $17 student, $12/child (ages 3-12).
Caboose and Cab are extra fare. Onboard dining options available during select
special events. Museum admission is FREE. Free parking and picnic area.

1.5 hour ride. Catered brunch and beverages. $50.00/person

NJOSJEF%SJOLTIPSTEPFVWSFTJODMVEFEQFSTPO

DINNER TRAIN - Saturday, May 11 at 6:30 pm
2.5-3 hour ride. Catered multi-course dinner and beverages.
$85.00/person

BRUNCH TRAIN: Sunday, May 12 at 10:30 am & 12:45 pm
Reservations required for dining services. Standard coach car rides
also offered.

MID-CONTINENT RAILWAY MUSEUM
Only 30 minutes from Wisconsin Dells!

E8948 Museum Rd, North Freedom, WI 53951

608-522-4261 / 800-930-1385

 www.midcontinent.org
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Are you among the growing number of distressed people who do not lose
weight when they diet earnestly? Or you may lose just a few pounds, nowhere
near the amount you expected to lose. And easy weight gain after dieting is
common, even when your diet is good.

WHY CAN’T I LLOSE
OSE WEIGHT!!??
Hormones

By Eduardo Castro, MD

You likely have Fat Loss Resistance Syndrome (FLRS). FLRS is the
result of triggering survival mechanisms that allowed man to live
through lengthy periods of searching for food, back in time when a
next meal was not a certainty.
These survival mechanisms can
be inappropriately triggered today
in our world of plenty, and the result
is FLRS. It usually has three
underlying factors that can be
corrected: 1) Disruption of the
hormones that regulate fat storage
and energy utilization; 2) Excessive
inflammation and 3) Unhealthy
genetic expression.
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We have in our genetic blueprint an
exquisite ability to assess and regulate
precisely how much energy we store.
We do not store protein and we store
enough sugar for only a burst of activity. But we adapted to store enough fat
to fuel the hunt for food for weeks.
As energy stores begin to deplete, it
activates a cascade of hormonal
changes that preserve fat by both decreasing metabolic rate and by making
more fat whenever possible. Hormones
can even direct the breakdown of
muscle and organ tissues for energy
to preserve fat stores.
If this cascade of hormones, meant
to save us from starvation, gets triggered when we have more than sufficient fat stores, the picture of FLRS
emerges. The first step in correcting
FLRS is to regain proper hormone regu-
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lation. The usual suspects are insulin,
leptin, thyroid, and cortisol, and
adrenalin and estrogen can also play a
role. Typically, the following must be
addressed to overcome FLRS.
* Insulin resistance
* Leptin resistance
* Low thyroid functioning even with
normal blood testing
* Elevated cortisol levels
* Adrenalin resistance
* Excessive estrogen activity
By the way, although the causes of
FLRS can get complicated, the solutions
are straightforward. Plus, the causes of
FLRS are interrelated so working on one
often has a favorable effect on the others.

Inflammation
Inflammation is an important part of
healthy immune functioning. It is a defense against invading microoragnisms

and impedes the spread of infection,
cleans up cellular debris and dead cells,
and promotes healing. But like a nice
bonfire getting out of control, excessive
inflammation damages. Excessive inflammation is not only present in FLRS, it is
the hallmark of Alzheimer’s disease, autism, arthritis, auto-immune disease, severe allergies, asthma and cancer.
Excessive inflammation results from
poor diets and from toxic substances.
But in this world dominated by multinational corporations whose only concern
is the bottom line, clean, high quality
food is expensive and difficult to find,
and avoidance of toxic substances is
impossible. This means if you have
FLRS, you are going to have to work
harder than most people to eat well and
to minimize your toxic exposures. And
some will need to work at detoxification
as well.

WHY CAN’T I LOSE WEIGHT continued on page 14

FAIR TRADE

Milwaukee
offers many
opportunities
for fair trade
purchasing
and opposing
unfair trade
treaties. But
it’s really up
to you.

In Milwaukee & Around The W
orld
World
When two speakers from a fair trade
banana farm in Colombia came through
Milwaukee last fall,
we heard how the
workers were paid
better than nearby
plantations, how the
owners were committed to environmental
sustainability, and
how the fair trade premium went for college scholarships for
employees’ children and decent housing.
Sure, Milwaukeans who buy such bananas at places like
Outpost Natural Foods Co-op pay a few pennies more per pound
for bananas but, thanks to an international certifier, socially
conscious consumers can know that those extra pennies will
go to some of the poorest people in poor countries.
The fair trade social movement has blossomed here and
worldwide over the last decade. Some 30 Milwaukee businesses
— that sell at least one kind of fair trade product work — together to promote the ethical purchasing of certain foods,
clothes and handcrafts. A few local companies have become
quite large, such as the Alterra and Stone Creek coffee shops,
Rishi Tea and Omanhene chocolate.
The world fair trade system supports 1.2 million farmers and
their families in 70 countries. Many of these crops don’t grow
in the U.S., such as coffee, bananas, chocolate, sugar and an

Open New Doors
sceosher.uwm.edu
Rejuvenate your mind and meet a diverse,
intellectual group of adults age 50
and over at the Osher Lifelong Learning
Institute at UWM – Wisconsin’s only
Osher organization.

increasing number of other certified products. Because
this system gives preference to cooperatives, buying
their produce can improve an entire community’s
wellbeing. And you can be sure that no slave labor or
child exploitation was involved. [These practices are
rampant in the non-fair-trade chocolate plantations of
Africa.]
For shoppers seeking to avoid sweatshop clothing,
the fair trade system offers alternatives. Beautiful garments from places like Guatemala and India are sold at
shops in Milwaukee. Clothing and other handcrafts
are certified by the Fair Trade Federation and sold at member shops such
as Four Corners of the World, 5401 W.
Vliet Stree, Milwaukee. T-shirts are
available from places like Nicaragua
and the Dominican Republic, made in
co-ops or unionized factories.
Fair traders in Milwaukee consider
the Wigwam sock factory in
Sheboygan as a shining example of a
company that refused to send work to
foreign sweatshops, instead keeping
the manufacturing here with a union,
good wages and benefits, and strong
environmental practices. I wear their socks almost every day.
Fair prices or wages to producers, freedom of asso-

globalpovertyproject.com

FAIR TRADE continued on page 20

Goodwill Workforce
Connection Centers
Free Job
Search Services

Member Benefits
• Short courses in the arts, literature,
history, politics, ethics and religion
• Go Explore excursions to local places
of interest
• Instruction from UWM faculty and
noted experts
• Complimentary library card for the
UWM Golda Meir Library
• Social activities with adult learners
• Special Interest Groups
• Full-year member for only $40 or
$35 each for two at the same household

The Goodwill Workforce Connection Centers are here
to help you ﬁnd hope and ﬁnd work.
The centers are open to the public and offer an
array of resources, access to technology and a
staff that can help you build a resume´and ﬁnd a job.
No appointment is necessary and the services are free of charge.

Join Today
Contact Kim Beck at 414-227-3321
or kcb@uwm.edu

OSHER
LIFELONG
LEARNING
INSTITUTE

Osher Lifelong
Learning Institute
Because Learning Never Retires

Bay View
91st Street
153 West Oklahoma Avenue 6055 N. 91st Street
Milwaukee, WI 53207
Milwaukee, WI 53225
(414) 847-4740
(414) 847-4960

Richards Street
3903 N. Richards Street
Milwaukee, WI 53212
(414) 962-4148

goodwillsew.com

Waukesha
1400 Nike Drive
Waukesha, WI 53186
(262) 832-3216
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Can we avoid known environmental
triggers that cause cancer?
Cancer remains the scourge of the American health care system, given that
four out of every 10 of us will be diagnosed with one form or another during
out lifetime. Some of us are genetically predisposed but there is much we can
do to avoid exposure to carcinogens in our environment.
According to the Environmental Working Group (EWG), a non-profit working
to protect public health and the environment, a key first step in warding off
cancer is lifestyle change”stop smoking, reduce drinking, lose weight, exercise
and eat right.” The American Cancer Society reports that smoking and poor
nutrition each account for about one-third of the 575,000 U.S. cancer deaths
each year.
But smoking and obesity are obvious and other cancer triggers aren’t so easily
pinpointed. In 2010 the President’s Cancer Panel reported that environmental
toxins play a significant and under-recognized role in many cancers, causing
“grievous harm” to untold numbers of Americans. And EWG reports that U.S.
children are born “pre-polluted” with up to 200 carcinogenic substances already
in their bloodstreams.
Given this shocking fact, it may seem futile to try to reduce our bodies’ chemical burden, but it could be a matter of life and death. EWG lists several ways
anyone can cut their cancer risk. First up is to filter our tap water, which can
include arsenic, chromium and harmful chemicals. Simple carbon filters or pitchers
can reduce contaminants, while more costly reverse osmosis filters can filter out
arsenic or chromium.
The foods we choose also play a role in whether or not we get cancer. Eating
lots of fruits and vegetables is healthy, but not if they are laden with pesticides.
Going organic when possible is the best way to reduce pesticide exposure. And
when organic foods aren’t available, stick with produce least likely to contain
pesticides (check out EWG’s “Clean 15” list of conventional crops containing
little if any pesticide residue). EWG also suggests cutting down on high-fat meats

and dairy products: “Long-lasting cancer-causing pollutants like dioxins and PCBs
accumulate in the food chain and concentrate in animal fat.”
Eliminating stain- and grease-proofing chemicals (Teflon, Scotchgard, etc.) is
another way to cut cancer risks. “To avoid them,” says EWG, “skip greasy
packaged foods and say no to optional stain treatments in the home.” And steer
clear of BPA, a synthetic estrogen found in some plastic water bottles, canned
infant formula and canned foods. “To avoid it, eat fewer canned foods, breast
feed your baby or use powdered formula, and choose water bottles free of BPA,”
reports EWG. Personal care products and cosmetics can also contain carcinogens. EWG’s “Skin Deep” cosmetics database flags particularly worrisome products and green-lights others that are healthy.
Another cancer prevention tip is to seal wooden outdoor decks and playsets—
those made before 2005 likely contain lumber “pressure-treated” with carcinogenic arsenic in order to stave off insect infestations. Of course, avoiding too
much sun exposure—and wearing high-SPF sunscreen—when using those decks
and playsets is another important way to hedge one’s bets against cancer.
EarthTalk® is written and edited by Roddy
Scheer and Doug Moss and is a registered
trademark of E - The Environmental
Magazine (www.emagazine.com). Send
questions to: earthtalk@emagazine.com.
Subscribe: www.emagazine.com/subscribe. Free Trial Issue:
www.emagazine.com/trial.

Is hearing loss keeping someone you love from connecting
over the phone? The new CapTel® Captioned Telephone
helps clarify anything they may miss. CapTel is telephone
independence for them, peace of mind for you!

Captioned Telephone

Shows captions
of everything
the caller says

1-800-233-9130 l www.CapTel.com
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tgage?
What is a Reverse Mor
Mortgage?
For many seniors the equity in their home is their largest single asset. A reverse mortgage is a risk-free way of
tapping into home equity without creating monthly mortgage payments and without requiring the money to be paid
back, as long as the home is their primary residence and they keep applicable property taxes, homeowner’s
insurance and HOA dues current. Instead of making payments the cash flow is reversed and the senior may be able
to receive payments. Thus the title “reverse mortgage”.
A reverse mortgage is a loan against the equity in one’s home that provides cash advances. The interest accrues
against the value of the home. If one chooses to pay any portion of the interest, it may be deductible against
income, as would any mortgage interest.
Borrowers must be at least 62, own and live in, as a primary residence, a home that meets FHA standards for
What is a Reverse Mortgage? continued on page 19

Putting TToo
oo Much in Company Stock
Have you invested too much of your 401(k) in company stock? This can happen – and you may not be fully aware of it.
Back when corporations offered traditional pension plans, the federal government watched out for this tendency. In 1974,
the Employee Retirement Income Security Act (ERISA) made it illegal for pension plans to invest more than 10% of their assets
in company shares. These days, the employee-directed 401(k) is the default workplace retirement plan – but ERISA doesn’t limit
the amount of 401(k) assets that can be directed into company stock.
If the stock flops, how big a hit will you take? Pre-retirees with too much of their nest egg in company stock may recognize
the risk. The debacles at Enron, Tyco and WorldCom are still fresh in the memory. Even so, recognition may not prompt them
to diversify their portfolios.
What factors promote this problem? Psychology plays a role. After years of working for a large company, employees come
to believe in its stability – it should continue to do well, it should be around for years to come. (Past success is interpreted as an
indicator of future performance.) This optimism may be the biggest reason why 401(k) plan participants overweight their
portfolios in company stock.
Employer encouragement – however overt or subtle – is another factor. At the end of 2011, the Employee Benefits Research
Institute (EBRI) and the Investment Company Institute (ICI) took a snapshot of 401(k) asset allocations and found that 58% of
businesses with 5,000 or more employees offered their workers company shares as a 401(k) investment option. Some corporaPutting Too Much in Company Stock continued on page 19

Reverse Mortgages
Is this how you’re treated by
your current ﬁnancial advisor?
A registered investment advisor as a ﬁduciary puts
your interests ﬁrst and discloses any conﬂicts of
interest. We are committed to provide the highest
level of service, attention, and honest ﬁnancial advice.
The “ﬁduciary standard” is a noticeable and, many
believe, valuable difference in the kind of truly objective
advice we provide. If you’re tired of being treated like a
number, we encourage you to contact us today.

Beth
Kuehl
License# 502455

262-224-7970

Sande
Neuhofer
License# 214984

262-224-6161
1.800.123.4567
mylongwebsiteurl.com
12345 Anytown Street,
Anywhere, ST 12345-6789
© 2012

YOUR LOGO HERE

425B East Washington Street, Slinger, Wisconsin 53086
CCMC NMLS# 3001
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Gardening with
Grandma...

continued from page 10

WHY CAN’T I LOSE WEIGHT?
An additional problem with inflammation and FLRS is that there is a vicious cycle
present: excess fat increases inflammation and inflammation promotes the hormone disruptions that lead to obesity. It is well worth the efforts to eating healthy
and reducing toxic load to break the cycle.

A teenage
granddaughter
comes
downstairs
for her date,
wearing a
see-through
blouse and
no bra on.

Genetic Expression

Her grandmother pitched a fit,
telling her not to dare go out
like that!
The teenager tells her ‘Loosen
up grams. These are modern
times. You gotta let your rosebuds show!’ And out she goes.
The next day the teenager
comes down stairs, and the
grandmother is sitting there
with no top on.
The teenager wants to die. She
explains to her grandmother
she has friends coming over
shortly and that appearance is
just not appropriate...
The grandmother says, ‘Loosen
up, sweetie. If you can show off
your rose-buds, then I can
display my hanging-baskets.
Happy gardening!

The notion that our genes largely determine our fate has been substantially modified. It has become clear that genes can be active
or inactive and that various combinations of active and inactive genes can result in markedly different outcomes.
The field of science that studies what affects gene expression is epigenetics. To our great advantage epigenetics research
indicates that there are several factors within our control that significantly affect our gene expression. Since FLRS becomes established via unhealthy gene expression, take particular note of these:
* Diet – eating the foods we are genetically adapted to turns on healthy gene expression; * Bowel health – microbes that inhabit
our bowels influence weight, energy levels, sleep patterns, emotional regulation; * Toxic burden – avoidance and improved detoxification; * Vitamin D level (specifically, the 25-OH Vitamin D level) – Vitamin D affects at least 20% of our gene expression and should
be optimized to a blood level of 60-80 ng/ml; * Physical activity; * Beliefs – not just being optimistic or hopeful but choosing to
conduct yourself (thoughts and actions) as though your chosen belief is already in the process of becoming reality and having the
feelings of profound gratitude (in the case of FLRS, the gratitude, relief, and joy you will experience when you are at a healthy body
weight)
So how do you overcome FLRS and become able to lose weight?
* Eat healthy food, i.e., foods man is genetically adapted to, but do not restrict calories until FLRS is corrected
* Reduce your exposure to toxic substances
* Enhance your detoxification processes
* Avoid foods that cause an inflammatory reaction in your gut
* Achieve optimal thyroid functioning
There are other considerations that, when addressed, help overcome FLRS:
* Stress Management – particularly important since FLRS itself is highly stressful physically, emotionally, and psychologically
* Medications – avoiding those that cause weight gain
Treating FLRS allows people to overcome the array of physiological problems that prevent them from losing weight. By helping
people determine what the most likely underlying problems are, they are able to focus their attention and effort on correcting the
problems and then they can begin losing weight.
Eduardo Castro, M.D. is the owner and Medical Director for the Mount Rogers Clinic in Troutdale, VA. Dr. Castro is the co-author of two books
on neurofeedback with Robert Hill, PhD, Getting Rid of Ritalin and Healing Young Brains. For more information on his newest book, When
Diets Work: Overcoming Fat Loss Resistance please visit: www.whendietswork.com

Acupuncture

FOR OLDER ADULTS

We have solutions for a wide variety of problems including:

FREE
CONSULTATION
Discover how
acupuncture can
help YOU!!

CHRONIC PAIN
CHRONIC
PAIN
STRESS
STRESS
DEPRESSION
DEPRESSION
NEUROPATHY
NEUROPATHY
DIFFICULT INTERNAL
DIFFICULT
INTERNALPROBLEMS
PROBLEMS

ACUPUNCTURE CLINIC of WAUWATOSA
Greater Healing with Natural Balancing Acupuncture

11611 West North Avenue #101 WAUWATOSA
www.WauwatosaAcupuncture.com

414-607-0900
414-607-0900
Dr. William Hughes
Board Certified in Acupuncture and Oriental Medicine
Dr. Hughes has successfully treated many patients since 2004.
He has seen success with many different medical issues.
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The idea of a happy and meaningful life has become unnecessarily
complicated in some circles. Happiness has been appropriately cited as a goal
in political debates on issues from taxation to the social safety net to marriage
equality, but the debate is often confused.
Some people claim that happiness is all in your DNA or bank account.
The truth is that happiness is largely a matter of everyday choices and
actions. There are straightforward, well-researched and effective things every
one of us can do to create greater happiness in our lives and in the lives of
those we care about. The essential elements of a happy life are not mysterious.
One of the first steps we can take is to get past some of the common
misperceptions about happiness that can stand in our way.

Misconception #1
Happiness is about getting the big things
right. It’s natural to think that if we were
suddenly rich, beautiful and living on the beach somewhere, we’d be happy. But that type of good fortune
turns out to have a surprisingly small impact on happiness. The happiest people are most often not those
in the most enviable circumstances, but those who
cultivate positive emotional outlooks and actions. So
how can we do it? Take concrete steps to practice
optimism, gratitude, kindness and self-compassion
in your everyday life. The cumulative effect of those
everyday choices can have a tremendous impact on
your life.
Misconception #2
Happy people suppress negative emotions.
Happy people actually experience sadness, grief,

worry and other so-called negative emotions nearly
as frequently as unhappy people do. The difference
is what happens when those feelings occur. Happier
people are generally able to experience negative feelings without losing hope for the future. They give
themselves permission to feel sad, angry, or lonely,
but they remain confident that things will get better.
As a result, their sadness progresses into hope and
action rather than regressing into anxiety and despair.
Misconception #3
Pursuing happiness is self-centered. The
strongest of all conclusions drawn by researchers into emotional well-being is that
our happiness is determined more by our relationships with other people than by any other single factor. The happiest people build their lives around good,
trusting relationships. If other priorities are getting in

the way of your relationships take steps to shift the
balance back to where it will really make a difference.”
Misconception #4
I’ll be happy when I achieve my goals.
Have you ever noticed that when someone
wins the Super Bowl or an Academy Award, or when
you achieve a long-sought ambition, that wonderful
sense of accomplishment and happiness seems to fade
faster than you’d expect? “That’s just the way our
brains work. Committed goal pursuit is one of the
keys to a happy life, but most of the happiness we
get from striving for goals comes while we’re making progress toward them, not after we achieve them.
That’s why it’s so important that we choose goals
that are in synch with what we love and that we make
a conscious effort to enjoy them along the way.

Lynda Wallace is a certified positive psychology coach. She is author of the #1 Amazon Self-Help Best Seller “A Short Course in Happiness: Practical Steps to a Happier Life.”
More information is available at her website: www.lyndawallace.com.

Sharpen your family’s focus on life

See the best
you can see.
See an
Eye Care Specialist
State Leaders in Medical, Surgical & Laser Eye Care
Trusted by 121,000+ doctors & patients ■ “Top Doctors” - M & Milwaukee Magazines
■ Glaucoma, Diabetes & Macular Degeneration Care

(including laser & Avastin injection treatments)
■ No-Stitch Cataract Surgery with Lens Implants
(to reduce the need for reading glasses/bifocals)
■ Accept Medicare Assignment & Most Insurances
■ Comprehensive Exams & Diagnostic Laser Scans

■ Lid & Retinal Cases
■ Corneal Transplants
■ Dry Eyes/Infections
■ Pediatric Care & Surgery
■ Customized LASIK

Contact 414-321-7035 or www.eyecarespecialists.net for free brochures on any eye concern

YE CARE
T EPECIALIST

S

S

Mark Freedman, MD Brett Rhode, MD
Daniel Ferguson, MD Daniel Paskowitz, MD, PhD
Michael Raciti, OD
David Scheidt, OD
www.eyecarespecialists.net

West Allis
10150 W. National Av.
414-321-7520

Wauwatosa
2323 N. Mayfair Rd.
414-258-4550

Milwaukee
735 W. Wisconsin Av.
414-298-0099
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Unique Travel
Company Gives
Back
continued on page 9

also visit the genocide museum to
learn about the country’s past, giving his guests a glimpse of the enormous and
seemingly insurmountable obstacles Rwandans have overcome in just 20 years.
“I was humbled by the experiences on my Rwandan adventure,” says Susannah
Smith, a recent ecotour traveler. “Not only did Ged show us wild gorillas, but he
introduced us to Rwandans – people who have experienced unimaginable tragedy,
but remain welcoming, warm and overwhelmingly friendly. I got more out of the trip
than I ever could have imagined!”
Ged’s guiding principles are to minimize impact and to build and foster environmental and cultural awareness and respect. He provides positive experiences for
both visitors and hosts.
“The Mountain Gorilla hikes could be difficult,” explains Susannah. “But since we
only carried a day pack, we felt like we could carry our own packs. Ged explained that
he had hired porters to carry our packs – not because we needed the help, but to
support the local economy. In a country where most families survive on only $2 per
day, being a porter is a lucrative career. When we heard other travellers opting not to
hire a porter, we told them what Ged had explained to us, and they hired a porter right
away. It’s the small things that make a big difference.”
“The inspiring people in each of the incredible countries we visit need the money
more than I do. They’ve faced hardships I could never image; yet they are still so
warm and welcoming. I can’t think of a better way to earn a living.”
Ged has led many trips for Lindblad Expeditions, International Expeditions, World Wildlife
Fund, National Geographic Society and the American Museum of Natural History, the
National Audubon Society and the Smithsonian Institution. He also lived in Belize, Central
America for a number of years in the late 1980’s and worked in the conservation of
endangered species before becoming involved in the expedition travel industry. It is this mix
that has helped to shape Terra Incognita Ecotours. Visit www.ecotours.com
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MADE IN AMERICA

By Lynn Rinderle

According to a recent survey conducted by the Consumer Reports National Research Center, 78
percent of Americans would prefer to buy American products. Todd Marx analyzes the survey’s
findings in a February 2013 article in Consumer Reports. While this is great news for American
manufacturers today, the “too little too late” idiom seems to apply. Many of the once popular and
prosperous American manufacturers have closed their doors forever, and an industrial resurgence
seems less than plausible.
In a series of articles, I will discuss some of the gems in our rich American manufacturing past.
The histories of these companies deserve to be remembered and even celebrated despite their demise.
Our first look will be at a porcelain manufacturer, Florence Ceramics of Pasadena, California.
Florence Ceramics is an American pottery success story birthed from the pain Florence Ward
faced from the sudden loss of her young son. What began as a hobby; a therapeutic pottery experience for her, Florence turned into a manufacturing enterprise; a world-class porcelain factory.
In 1944, Florence moved her pottery equipment from her garage into a factory in Pasadena,
California. She probably didn’t know she had it in her; to design sketches of people; primarily women,
in historical dress, to create her own pottery molds, to produce beautiful, high-quality figurines,
employ, train and supervise a staff to hand detail each piece of porcelain produced. Besides birthing
the firm, she also created significant improvements and innovations to porcelain firing processes.
She developed the technique of applying porcelain soaked lace to molds before firing. Florence is said
to have personally inspected every porcelain piece prior to shipping to retail firms, showing her
commitment to providing the highest grade porcelain product possible.
The popularity of the products soared. Florence outgrew her factory and built a new, state of the
art industrial center to manufacture her porcelain art-ware. Her figurines, dishes, and dinnerware
became so popular, so quickly, that before she had her designs patented, foreign companies copied
them.
These foreign copies were not given the same attention as Florence’s ceramics. The quality and
artistry of the hand painted details, the fossilized lace adornments, and 24kt gold trim were not found
on the foreign copies. Despite the lack of beauty and quality, these copies were popular; if for no
other reason, than the lower cost. Ultimately, Florence Ward closed her firm Florence Ceramics in
1964. She attributed the closing to the foreign copies and competition.
Today it is less common to find Florence Ceramics figurines in antique shops than the foreign
copies. While the foreign copies of Florence figurines have little monetary value, the values of Florence Ceramics figurines have increased considerably. Most figurines are generally priced between
$175 to $900. Rare Florence figurines can cost thousands.
Hopefully, the Consumer Reports research is utilized to encourage a renaissance in American manufacturing. Perhaps today, we are more interested in quality, employing Americans and using our own
resources, and enterprises; like Florence Ceramics, will be able to succeed.
Lynn Rinderle is proprietor of Heirloom Online Auctions, LLC . She can be reached at 414-839-4364 or email
Lynn@heirloomonlineauctions.com Visit www.heirloomonlineauctions.com for more info.

1) Story Hour Figurine (mother and two children)
$1250
Story Hour is an example of the innovative processes Florence Ward applied to her figurines. In the bodices of the
mother and daughter, you can see how liquid clay applied to
.25" wheel lace and refired into the figurines resulted in natural looking lace adornments. Other fine details Florence Ward
used to create these life-like figurine included hand-molded
embellishments, preciesly-rolled clay accents and expertly
hand-painted fine details in 24 kt gold glaze.
2) Princess Figurine (wearing a long, green dress)
$1250
Princess is an example of the incredible engineering employed
by Florence Ward in designing her figurines. Note how the
breadth and weight of porcelain comprising Princess’s upper body is fully supported at the figurine’s petite waist.
The figurine is also another example of how painstakinglydetailed skills and labor-intensive effort were applied to the
products she produced.
3) Victoria Figurine (wearing a cream colored bonnet
and blue dress)
Two separate molds were used to create the Victoria figurine. Victoria, leaning a bit forward as she sits on a settee,
gives the impression that in a moment, she will rise to greet
her suitor. Every aspect of the figurine is finely handdetailed; from the wrinkles in her skirt to the perfectly-tied
bow on her bonnet.
The values were taken from The Complete Book of Florence Ceramics: A Labor of Love by Barbara S. Kline, Margaret C. Webrspaun and Jerry Kline published in 2002 by
Schiffer Publishing.
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Garden Season

continued from page 5

and a reduced use of chemicals,” said Patrick
Devereux, ASLA, and co-owner of Stone Oak
Landscapes, Inc., Cudahy.” As part of the green
movement we may be getting back to that, with
the dwarf or micro clover. It’s a very small clover so it’s not as noticeable, but it is self fertilizing and it stays greener with less water.”
“Another new product is a grass called lomow. It grows to eight or nine inches but not
any higher and provides a meadow look without being weedy. You don’t have to mow it, but
you can. A homeowner can do a more traditional lawn closer to the house and the have the
outer lawn be a low mow, low grow variety,”
Devereux said.
Nurture Plants with the Correct Soil
Plants do not grow and become beautiful unless they have the proper growing
environment and that is significantly related to the soil. According to Wandsnider,
that is an area that is getting more awareness. ”If you want plants to grow, develop,
and flourish, you’ve got to provide the proper growing environment for them,” he
said. He prefers agricultural charcoal, which holds nutrients in the soil and retains
moisture. “One of the things we can do as homeowners to address carbon sequestration is to use this organic material and work it into our soil. It was widely used in
the 1800s before agricultural fertilizers were introduced. Now it is starting to come
back. It’s almost like a wonder drug for the soil,” he said.
Cultivating Native Plants for Beauty and Wildlife
“We are seeing a continued interest in a lot of perennials,” said Devereux. Popular
flowering plants include a new variety of dwarf lilac that blooms for a longer period
of time and even re-blooms, and the hardy shrub rose, which will begin blooming in
late spring and continue even after a couple of frosts.

Native trees such as Golden Glory dogwood and
musclewood, both of which have an interesting back
texture that provides interest for all four seasons. Native prairie plants that work well in an urban setting
include cone flowers, rudbeckias, or gayfeather.
Corabells are attractive to insects and butterflies and
birds are attracted to virburnum, ninebark, and elderberry.
Light, Fire, and Water
One of the joys of having a beautiful landscape is
being able to appreciate it from a deck or patio, daytime, nighttime, and even from the inside. “One of the
biggest requests are firepits and fireplaces, as well as
landscape lighting,” Devereux said.
Energy-saving LED lights are becoming the norm
when it comes to landscape lighting and timers turn
lights on at just the right settings at dusk. “Homeowners want to extend the time
they can utilize their outdoor environment and lighting is a part of that,” Devereux
said. ”We light up not only interesting features in the landscape, but interesting
architectural features on the house as well. When you light the trees in the backyard, all of a sudden you are extending the depth of your landscape”
Firepits are really popular right now and less expensive than an outdoor fireplace. Firepits or fire rings are not like what you would find at a campground.
Instead they are raised about 18 or 20 inches off the ground and can be circular,
square or rectangle, and typically constructed out of stone.
Water features also continue their popularity because of the soothing natural
sound they provide. Water features can be as elaborate as you have room for, but
they can also be as simple as an urn or vase that overflows water. “People would
rather hear trickling water than urban noises, such as traffic. A water feature can
mask that,” Devereux said.

For more information or to receive a free copy of the Milwaukee/NARI Home Improvement Council annual membership roster listing all members alphabetically and by category, and the booklet, “Milwaukee/NARI’s Remodeling Guide,” call 414- 771-4071 or visit the Council’s website at www.milwaukeenari.org.
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Putting Too Much in Company Stock
continued from page 13

tions even match employee 401(k) contributions with stock shares.
Breaking the surveyed 401(k) programs down further, the survey determined
that about 6% of plan participants had more than 80% of their 401(k) assets
invested in their employer’s stock. About 5% of plan participants aged 40-49
had 31-40% of their 401(k) assets invested in company shares; about 6% of
plan participants aged 60-69 had 21-30% invested in company stock.
The classic maxim is to avoid putting more than 20% of your retirement plan
assets in company stock at any time, especially if that weighting amounts to
more than 20% of your overall retirement savings.
What do you do if you’re overweighted? First, you want to determine if
you are – and you may own more of your employer’s stock than you initially
think. Employer matches, stock options, and even mutual funds that invest in
the company may increase your exposure.
If you do find that you hold too much of it for comfort, it is time to diversify
– but make sure you are aware of any restrictions on selling the shares before
you take the next step.
Remember the virtues of diversification. As you get older, you have less
time to make back portfolio losses, and so there is less wisdom in investing
heavily in a single stock. Allocating your retirement assets across different types
of investments may help you to “insulate” more of your retirement savings in the
event of a downturn or a particularly volatile market. Lessening the amount of
company stock in your portfolio has another potential plus: it reduces the correlation between your financial future and the future health of the company.
Timothy M. Stasinoulias is President and Founder of Aegis Wealth
Advisors,LLC, a Wisconsin Registered Investment Advisory firm located at
262 W. Main St., Wales, WI 53183. ASK TIM by calling 262.968.5500 or
visiting www.aegiswealthadvisors.com. He is also a Registered Financial
Consultant (IARFC) Tim is a frequent guest on FOX6 Wake-UP.
(www.youtube.com) and was recently named a 2013 Five Star Wealth
Manager.

What is a Reverse Mortgage?
continued from page 13

residential properties to qualify for a reverse
mortgage.
A reverse mortgage is similar to a conventional
mortgage. For example:
• The bank does not own the home but owns a
lien on the property just as with any other mortgage
• The senior homeowner continues to hold title
to the property as with any other mortgage
• The bank has no recourse to demand payment from any family member if
there is not enough equity to cover paying off the loan
• There is no penalty to pay off the mortgage early
The proceeds from a reverse mortgage are available as a lump sum, fixed
monthly payments for as long as you live in the property, a line of credit; or a
combination of these options. These proceeds can be used for any legal purpose
you wish:
• Daily living expenses • Home repairs and improvements • Medical bills and
prescription drugs • Pay-off of existing debts • Education or travel • Long-term
care and/or long-term care insurance • Financial and estate tax plans • Gifts and
trusts • Purchase life insurance • Or any other needs you may have
The amount of reverse mortgage benefit for which you may qualify, will depend on
• Your age at the time you apply for the loan
• The reverse mortgage program you choose
• The value of your home, current interest rates
Reverse mortgages provide a safe secure solution for seniors to live out their
life in the comfort of their own home with the dignity they deserve.
Rick Kellow is a Branch Manager for Cherry Creek Mortgage in Wisconsin. Cherry Creek
Mortgage is a Mortgage Bank specializing in Residential and Reverse Mortgages. Contact at
Rick 262-224-7970 or visit www.cherrycreekwisconsin.com

Retain and Regain…
the health of your body and brain.
Presented by: Dawn Adler R.T., Director,
Adult Day Programming and ReCharge!
Studies suggest that the more mentally active people
are throughout their lifetimes, the stronger the
connections are between brain cells. Controlled
lifestyle choices, regular physical exercise and mental
exercise have a direct effect on the brain.

ReCharge!
ReCharge Your Brain
Explore the wonderful abilities of the brain,
myths about cognitive decline, statistics affecting
our nation and what it really means to recharge
and challenge the brain.
Retain and Improve Memory
Learn engaging brain exercises that help improve
memory, concentration and focus. Master how
to be intentional about retaining information
and compensating for memory changes.
Regain Personal Wellness
By being proactive in learning your risk factors
for memory loss and protective factors that affect
brain health.
And this is just the beginning…
Build Self-Confidence and Enhance
Your Quality of Life!

Tues. & Thurs. 10 am - 2 pm
Each 4-hour session will cover:
Educational Topics, Social Support, Mental and
Physical Exercise, and Creativity – Exercising
your Creative Muscles.
$40 per day for 4 hours or $25 for 2 hours, both
include lunch.
Call for information!
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Moving? Overwhelmed?
Call S e gu e s Today!

FAIR TRADE
continued from page 11

SEGUES(sƟg-wƗys) has helped hundreds of
Wisconsin Seniors make smooth moves and
easy transitions with services including:

262-442-4200 www.segues.net

ciation, dignity on the job, environmental sustainability, and alleviating global poverty are important principles of the
fair trade movement. In some cases, this movement overlaps with other socially conscious purchasing such as organic
and “buy local.”
Fair traders try to offer an alternative to sweatshops and so-called free trade policies such as the North American Free
Trade Agreement. NAFTA put over one million Mexican farmers out of business and made it easier for companies like
Rockwell and Master Lock to move production to Mexico. Such factories don’t have unions, livable wages, decent
health and safety on the job, or good environmental practices. Wages are often only one percent of the price you pay
for jeans or sneakers made in foreign factories.
The free trade treaties also allow foreign corporations to overturn local environmental and other laws. A priest came
to Milwaukee in November to talk about the environmental problems of gold mining in El Salvador. A century-old gold
mine in the town or San Sebastian has horribly polluted the local river and ground water. A Milwaukee company, the
Commerce Group, has owned the mine since the 1960s, but closed it a decade ago. Because of environmental complaints, the Salvadoran government put a moratorium on gold mining. The Commerce Group is using a provision of the
Central America Free Trade Agreement to sue the government for $100 million and the right to reopen the mine.
Fair traders think that communities and governments have the right to protect their environment without outside
interference.

S e gu e s Senior Move Specialists

Steve Watrous is Chair of the Milwaukee Fair Trade Coalition and has visited several of the places mentioned in the article. local
shops and the group’s activities, such as World Fair Trade Day on May 11, can be found at milwaukeefairtradecoalition.org

Downsizing – Moving – Packing – Unpacking Address Changes - Staging – Clearing - Cleaning –
Estate Sales - Other Personalized Services

Learn How SEGUES Can Help YOU.

FREE CONSULTATION

Skinny Dipping

Health & Rehabilitation

An elderly man in Florida had
owned a large farm for several
years. He had a large pond in the
back.
It was properly shaped for swimming, so he fixed it up nice with picnic
tables, horseshoe courts, and some
orange and lime trees. One evening
the old farmer decided to go down to
the pond, as he hadn’t been there for a
while, and look it over. He grabbed a
five-gallon bucket to bring back some
fruit. As he neared the pond, he heard
voices shouting and laughing with
glee. As he came closer, he saw it was
a bunch of young women skinny-dipping in his pond. He made the women
aware of his presence and they all went
to the deep end. One of the women
shouted to him, “we’re not coming out
until you leave!” The old man frowned,
“I didn’t come down here to watch you
ladies swim naked or make you get
out of the pond naked...” Holding the
bucket up he said, “I’m here to feed
the alligator.”

******************************
Attending a wedding for the first
time, a little girl whispered to her
mother, “Why is the bride dressed
in white?”
“Because white is the color of
happiness, and today is the
happiest day of her life.”

s
s

The child thought about this for a
moment, then said “So why is the
groom wearing black?’

s
s
s

******************************

“Laughter doesn’t
require teeth.”
—Wil Newton
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Stir the Ingredients for a Career Change
Julia McWilliams, by no means a household name, was born in California in 1912 and graduated from Smith
College in 1934. Then she moved to New York City, worked as a typist and wrote advertising copy for W. & J.
Sloane, then a major home furnishings reseller. By 1942, the United States had entered World War II, and Julia
put her career on hold. She wanted to enlist; but both the WACs and the WAVEs put limits on the heights of
enlistees, and they disqualified a 6-foot-2-inch Julia.
Undaunted, she signed on with the Office of Strategic Services, precursor to the CIA. Toward the war’s end,
she was posted to China and Ceylon, serving as Chief of the OSS Registry.
So far, then, Julia had worked as a typist, as a copywriter and, depending on one’s willingness to romanticize
her wartime career, as a secret agent. In Ceylon, she met the man she would marry, Paul Cushing Child.
by Paul Freiberger

As Julia Child our heroine suddenly becomes recognizable. She had changed jobs again, going on to a new
career as a TV personality and author of cookbooks.
Julia died in 2004, but her image lives on, and she is
remembered today as something of a force of nature. On
live-to-videotape TV, she rolled with the punches, a glass
of wine in hand and potential disasters – like the chicken
that slipped from platter to studio floor – met with cheerful insouciance.
In today’s job market, a change in career is not always
voluntary, but it has become common. In Julia’s day,
people were likely to stay in a career for their entire working lives. The average worker today, according to the
U.S. Department of Labor, changes careers three times.
While career change may not be rare, it is still something that an interviewer will question. Why are you
making this move? What went wrong? Are you changing because you are desperate or driven?Applicants
should be well prepared for this line of questioning, bearing some key topics in mind.
Transferable Skills. Take a close look at the requirements of a new job in light of the skills you applied in the
past. If specific skills apply, emphasize them by all means,

but remember that general skills are often transferable
from job to job. Managerial and organizational skills and
effective communication always has a place.
For Julia, typing was the skill she transferred from advertising to espionage. She started her OSS career as a
typist of index cards. In time, superiors noticed her intelligence, leading them to assign her to more responsible
positions. Even a minor skill can open doors.
Eliminate the Negative. You don’t have to paint a picture of the past that’s overly rosy, but emphasize the
positives of your new career, not the frustrations.
Here lies the secret of Julia’s success. When she left
the OSS, she and Paul moved to France. She fell in love
with French food, studied cooking at Le Cordon Bleu
and started teaching cooking in her Paris apartment. Her
career change was motivated by the very forces emphasized by career guides: - Find something that you love to
do. Fnd a way to make money doing it.
Choice, Not Compulsion. Here, you may want to acknowledge a negative aspect of a previous job, but tread
carefully. When Julia applied to the OSS, she explained
that she was leaving her job as a typist because, by that
time, she had “typed over 10,000 little white cards,” ac-

cording to her personnel file. She was ready for something new. That makes for an easily understood motive,.
Be sure to demonstrate familiarity with current industry event, important recent developments and are versed
in the forces that are shaping the field. In order to convince an interviewer, however, be prepared to add concrete evidence of your sincerity.
Julia covered this base when she applied to the OSS.
At the time, she had a “good reading knowledge” of
French, but she let the OSS know that she was taking
private French lessons three times a week. Adding that
to her resume made her commitment concrete.
Apply the same reasoning to the company itself. You
applied because you knew what that company was all
about. You knew its strengths and weaknesses. You are
here because this is where you want to be, and you expect to make a valuable contribution.
Paul Freiberger is the author of When Can You Start? How to
Ace the Interview and Win the Job (Career Upshift Productions, 2013). He is also the President of Shimmering
Resumes, a career counseling and resume writing company
in Northern California. For more information, please visit
www.shimmeringresumes.com.

Retirement Community
• Spacious Independent
Apartments
• Assisted Living
• Memory Care

Stop and see why
Jackson Crossings
is your best choice for
senior living in the area

Enjoy Lakeshore Living
Only Minutes From Milwaukee
N168 W22022 Main Street
Jackson, WI 53037
On Hwy 60 just East of Hwy 45

(262) 993-2838

www.jacksoncrossings.com
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Feel the Difference
at Clement Manor!
• Stay Active
• Meet New People
• Feel Secure in Your Own
Independent Apartment

continued from page 5

what is hardship in her life.
However, two failed marriages later and fired on her job 5 times, and already turned 40, Suzanne found herself waking up.
With help, she and unraveled a fundamental attitude that was the crux of the
problem, “When I was young, I could have and do anything I want. There
was no one to say no to me. And the truth is, I did not see anything wrong
with getting what I want when I want it - even when I turned 40.”
She shared, “I was brought up in a very sheltered family. My parents are
constantly cautioning me about how I need to be smart to take what I can
take, but do not let others take advantage of me. I realized I have a very
unrealistic view of my responsibilities to others - I only know how to criticize another’s action to me and never what I did to others.”
This sense of entitlement is a great factor in relationship break-up’s.
If we raise our children to have a ‘you-owe-me’ attitude, we are also inevitably increasing the chance for them to have failed marriages in the future.
And don’t forget, the child’s attitude does not change because of getting
older. People in their 40’s or 50’s of 60’s will still have issues with this type of
attitude.
Finding someone a good match as a matchmaker is only the beginning of
some major work ahead for me. Teaching someone how to be a good husband or wife - just as you are teaching someone to fish, not just giving him
fishes - is a well-worth endeavor that will do a lot of good for our young
adults.
Marriage education has also been injected as a training program into corporations who are also dealing with the problem of staff accountability issues.
Responsibility at work and at home are interrelated. You help one area and the
other will be improved.
Chen’s works in family, marriage and personal developments are
featured in over 200 international and national media publications and
she is a frequent guest on independent and network radio and TV
shows from FOX, CBS, NBC and ABC. More of her works and workshops information could be found on http://MatchmakeroftheCentury.com

C

lement Manor has had the privilege of serving
Milwaukee-area families for 30 years. They
have chosen us for our full continuum of care
allowing elders to age in place in a healthy way. You’ll
feel the difference in a faith-based retirement community.
Active living in comfortable and convenient Clement
Manor apartments includes:
• A full-service restaurant and cafeteria.
• Heated, indoor swimming pool.
• Planned activities and outings.
• Lifelong learning classes.
• On-site bank branch and country store.
• A wellness program that encourages healthy aging.
• Chapel offering Catholic Mass and Protestant
services.

CHOOSE CLEMENT MANOR!
Contact Kim at 414.546.7000 for more
information and to schedule a tour.

Sponsored by the School Sisters of St. Francis
9405 W. Howard Ave • Greenfield, Wisconsin
414.321.1800 • clementmanor.com
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Wise Italian
Grandfather

How TTo
o Make the P
er
fect Bowl of P
asta
Per
erfect
Pasta
Sauce Expert Reveals Tricks of the Pasta Trade
“It is so much more than just grabbing a jar of generic sauce at the store,
boiling some water and mixing it all up in a bowl,” said Dave Hirschkop, the
namesake of the Dave’s Gourmet line of sauces and veteran pasta and sauce
aficionado. “There are subtle secrets in every step of the process, from choosing the sauce, boiling the water, and plating the finished meal that can take an
everyday dull meal and turn it into a gourmet dining experience.”
· Choosing the Pasta — If you want a great pasta experience, choose a
variety of pasta that receives the sauce and spices well. Thinner more delicate shapes should pair with lighter thinner
sauces. Pick pasta made from durum wheat. Slightly rougher pasta or shaped pasta holds the sauce better.
· Choosing the Sauce — Good marinara is made primarily from tomatoes, not tomato paste. If your sauce ingredients
list paste, water or sugar as the first ingredient, then you need to put the jar down slowly and back away from it. Some
sauces make a better base so don’t be afraid to doctor it with meat, cheese, or fresh veggies.
· Boiling the Pasta - Use plenty of water, add salt to it, and never put dry pasta in the water until it has reached a rolling
boil. Stir occasionally and, once the pasta nears the minimum cooking time on the package start tasting it. Take the pasta
out when it is little firm. The pasta will continue to cook a little after you take it out.
For an even more flavorful pasta dish take the pasta out of the water a few minutes early and let it finish cooking in the
sauce.
· Plating the Pasta - When you strain the pasta, do not run water over the pasta unless you are making a cold pasta
salad. Make sure to strain really well as nobody likes watery pasta. Place a ladle of sauce at the bottom of your serving
bowl before dumping the cooked pasta in. Then, ladle generous amounts of sauce into the bowl, and toss the pasta so the
sauce is evenly distributed. Then you can add extra sauce to each plate according to your dinner guests’ taste. You might
want to garnish each plate with some fresh basil or even parsley. Freshly grated Parmesan or Parmesan Reggiano is a
great touch and tasty.
· Preparing the Bread - The bread is important, because a good textured bread can be used to soak up the excess sauce
on the plate. To make the most of the bread, bake it for 6-8 minutes at 350 degrees. This will make for toasty nooks and
crannies that will capture the sauce in your plate without letting the bread go limp or soggy.
Dave’s Gourmet (www.davesgourmet.com) is the result of Dave owning and managing a small restaurant near the University of Maryland,
which taught him a lot about preparing food and satisfying customers.

This is why Italian
Fathers and
Grandfathers pass
their handguns
down through the
family.
An old Italian man is dying. He calls
his grandson to his bedside...
“Guido, I wan’ you lissina me. I
wan’ you to take-a my chrome
plated ..38 revolver so you will
always remember me.”
“But grandpa, I really don’t like
guns. How about you leave me
your Rolex watch instead?”
“You lissina me, boy. Somma day
you gonna be runna da business,
you gonna have a beautiful wife,
lotsa money, a big-a home and
maybe a couple of bambinos. “
“Somma day you gonna come-a
home and maybe finda you wife
inna bed with another man.
“Whatta you gonna do then?
Pointa to you watch and say,
‘times up’ “?

Spring Is In The Air!
Join us for an Open House to
meet the “Green Thumbers” of
Alexian Village
who beautify our community
with plants.

Thursday , May 16, 2013
BREAKFAST at 9:00 a.m.
“INDOOR GARDENING IS EASY”
PRESENTATION

Apartment Tours to follow
Please RSVP by May 13,
(414) 357-5105, ext. 5576

414-355-9300

9301 North 76 Street, Milwaukee, WI
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Mama’s Apron
Remember making an apron in Home Ec? Remember Home Ec?
Do they still offer “Home Ec” in school?

The history of mama’s apron:
I don’t think our kids know what an apron is. The principal use of Grandma’s apron was
to protect the dress underneath because she only had a few and because it was easier to wash
aprons than dresses and aprons required less material.
But along with that, it served as a potholder for removing hot pans from the oven.
It was wonderful for drying children’s tears, and on occasion was even used for cleaning out dirty ears.
From the chicken coop, the apron was used for carrying eggs, fussy chicks, and sometimes half-hatched eggs to be
finished in the warming oven.
When company came, those aprons were ideal hiding places for shy kids.
And when the weather was cold, Grandma wrapped it around her arms.
Those big old aprons wiped many a perspiring brow, bent over the hot wood stove.
Chips and kindling wood were brought
into the kitchen in that apron.
From the garden it carried all sorts of
vegetables. After the peas had been
shelled, it carried out the hulls.
In the fall, the apron was used to bring
in apples that had fallen from the trees.
When unexpected company drove up
the road, it was surprising how much furniture that old apron could dust in a matter of seconds.
When dinner was ready, Grandma
walked out onto the porch, waved her
apron, and the men folk knew it was time
to come in from the fields to dinner.
It will be a long time before someone
invents something that will replace that
‘old-time apron’ that served so many purposes.
They would go crazy now trying to figure out how many germs were on that
apron.
REMEMBER:
Grandma used to set her hot baked
apple pies on the window sill to cool.
Her granddaughters set theirs on the
window sill to thaw. ~anonymous email
**********************************
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3585 S. 147th Street

N48 W14250 Hampton Ave

5020 S. 107th Street

Heritage at West Allis
7901 W. National Avenue
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Call Chris at 414-302-9700
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AGING IN PLACE

Stair lif
ts can provide an inexpensive
lifts
and simple solution for staying at home
By Cindy Ausman

I am often asked how to help a loved one who can no longer get
up and down the stairs safely in their home. Years of running, cycling or just age has taken a toll on the knees and the rest of your
body. You’re thinking of selling the house, moving, or making structural modifications to the home to solve the problem. Keep the home
you love! Before you spend a dime, you need to read this article.
Let us start by looking at the options. It is common to find the
bedrooms and bathrooms on the second floor of many modern homes.
When maneuvering the stairs becomes impossible, sometimes setting up a bed in the living room and providing a commode to perform
bathroom needs temporarily works. The first thing people will look
to do is build a full bathroom on the main level, assuming you have
enough space for a full bathroom. Rarely is this a cost effective option. When you do
make a modification you need to think about how the modification will affect the resale
of the house. Customizing a home for a disability rarely improves the salability of the
home.
The other common problem we see is that the washer and dryer are down stairs.
Getting the clothes down stairs is never the problem. We can always just throw them
down the stairs, but getting the clothes back up the stairs is a bigger problem. Plus no
one wants to sit in the basement while the washing machine runs. Moving the laundry
to the main floor brings back the same modification problems. You have to have
enough space, you’re going to need to plumb the area and make electrical modifications. You’re right back to the same very expensive remodeling option.
No one wants to move after 40 years of living in the same home. You are going to try
and box up an entire home and move it into an apartment? Who is going to box up the
home? Who is going to carry the boxes? What is a moving truck going to cost? Who
is going to unbox the belongings? How long will it take to sell the house? What is that
senior facility going to cost? If your loved one is healthy enough to live on their own
safely, let them.

OK KRAIG, WHAT’S THE SOLUTION? That is simple, a Stair
Lift. It is surprising how few people know about these devices.
So what is a stair lift? There are no home modifications necessary. A dealer comes to your home, measures the length of your
stairs, cuts a metal rail to fit the length of your stairs, attaches feet
to the rail, screws the feet and rail to the stairs, and then attaches
a power seat to the rail and plugs the unit into a standard power
outlet. Sounds simple and inexpensive and it is. A factory trained
professional can install a stair lift in a single day.
Your next question has to be how much? The cost is under
$3,500 for a standard straight staircase. Believe it or not, one of
the best units in the world is made right in our own back yard.
Bruno Independent Living Aids makes their stair lift right here in Wisconsin and ships
worldwide. In addition to riding up and down the stairs, you can use the stair lift like a
dumb waiter. The stair lift comes with two wireless remote controls. My wife will send
up the clean laundry and I send down the dirty. I will also just set the basket on my lap
and ride up and down.
Here is one more selling point. The stair lift can be removed. If at some point in time
you no longer need the stair lift or you move to a new home, the unit can be removed
and reinstalled or resold. This is the only home improvement that you can remove and
take with you or resell. This is a huge selling point. There is no damage to the home.
For the unusual home, there are units that can fit a curved staircase, stairs with
landings, 90 degree and 180 degree turns and other nonstandard staircases. These
units can take longer to install and are more expensive. There are also standing and
outdoor stair lifts. Meet with a trained professional with your questions.
Cindy Ausman is the community liaison officer with On The Go Mobility, started by a veteran
over 12 years ago who needed a scooter and there was nowhere he could go in SE
Wisconsin to “test drive” mobility equipment. Contact Cindy at 414-228-7100 or visit
www.OnTheGoMobility.com
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Families & FFriends
riends
CATCH THEM BEING GOOD OR NOT

Caring Hands
for Aging Hearts
As a seamless extension of the love and compassion of family,
our caregivers provide assistance with daily living so that
clients achieve greater comfort and peace-of-mind. Discover
why our 25 years of service to Milwaukee and Waukesha
counties has stood the test of time. Call Rent-A-Daughter today!
♥ Respite care for family caregivers
♥ Medication reminders
♥ Personal hygiene care assistance
♥ Companionship activities
♥ Transportation
♥ Light housekeeping

414 - 479 - 0029
262 - 754 - 0550
12660 W. North Ave., Brookfield

www.Rent-A-Daughter.com
216187001

Patio

Living
Room
Bedroom

We want our parents to be as well cared for as the
caring they gave to us when we were young. It’s our time
to give back. When visiting, check to make sure the
basics are being covered and they are as cared for
today as they cared for us yesterday...
1. Don’t make your visits routine. Visit at various times of the day. Got
an early start prior to work, can’t sleep or on the run— pop in and visit
even if it’s a short stay.
2. Wears Glasses? Are they on, accessible for reach and clean?
3. Wears Dentures? Are they in their mouth, removed at night for deep
cleaning, gums/tongue cleansed? Own teeth, brushed? Properly Fitted?
4. Nails cleaned and trimmed? Or is there food and dirt embedded?
5. Fluids within reach, fresh, adaptable for drinking with straws and
large handles?
6. Clean Shaven or 7 day shadow, including nose and ear hairs?
7. Call Cord within reach? Remember, that is their life line/means of
communication.
8. Adaptive Equipment in reach? Such as wheelchair, walker, cane,
reachers? Remember, these are their legs and arms.
9. Diapers “Protective Garments”- Have then been changed or soiled?
10. Skin free from bruises, breakdown, irritation, wounds (old or new),
dry (lotion applied), skin tears, rashes or finger indentations?
11. Sheets/Blankets clean? Remove blankets and turn pillows over!
12. Hair clean/brushed or matted in the back from lying in one position?
13. Confined to their bed? Are they turned, in proper alignment, supported with blankets/pillows?
14. Clothing changed and clean? Or are they in the same outfit?
15. Odors?? Dirty clothing/undergarments, lack of showers, mouth
hygiene?
16. Feet odors, washed and dried, free from fungus, cracks, untrimmed, foot drop from lack of support?
17. Under breasts, especially those well endowed, free from rash, yeast
infection and odor?
18. Wheelchairs clean or is there dirt and food embedded? Are the foot
rests/pegs in place or in the closet?
19. Personal Items in reach, such as phone, tissues, glasses and water?
20. Meals served warm or ice cold, cut up/prepared properly for eating or left at bedside?
21. Hose/Support Stockings- Are they on, fit properly, removed at
night and washed?
22. Are your loved ones complaining it takes forever when they push
the call light? When visiting, pull the call light and time how long it
takes for a response.
23. Toenails trimmed, free from ingrown nails, bunions, and callous?
Are they being seen by an in house podiatrist?

Bedroom

Barb Przybylowicz L.P.N. is president of SafetyBunns, a new non-slip pant,
decrease chances from injury, falling/slip/sliding from any seat. SafetyBunns
also decrease injuries to caregivers by reducing workman’s compensation
claims/suits. www.safetybunns.com/order.html 440-452-2982

Closet
Closet

Closet

Bath
Dining

Closet

Entry

Washer/
Dryer

Closet

Bath

Kitchen

***********************************************************

A little old lady was running up and down the halls
in a nursing home. As she walked, she would flip up
the hem of her nightgown and say ‘Supersex.’ She
walked up to an elderly man in a wheelchair.
Flipping her gown at him, she said, ‘Supersex...’ He
sat silently for a moment or two and finally
answered, ‘I’ll take the soup.’
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Tudor Oaks Resident

Tudor
Oaks

Retirement Community

Senior Living
Designed by You!

Windsor Gardens
Memory Care
is designed for those who may
be experiencing memory loss
and associated concerns due
to Alzheimer’s or a diagnosed
dementia. The thoughtfully
designed individual apartments
are both appealing and
specifically planned for this
unique group of seniors.

• Independent Living
Luxury apartments with attached heated garages

Personal Apartments Include
a Private Bathroom

• Assisted Living

You will find bright and inviting

Brand New Wing is Open

encourage participation in the

community spaces that help
broad variety of activities

• Skilled Nursing

developed explicitly for the
residents of Windsor Gardens.

24/7 Quality Care

The particular needs of each
resident can be determined and

• Rehab Stays

met on a moment-to-moment

Private Rooms, 40-inch TVs & WiFi

basis by our specially trained,
professional staff. Individualized
care includes a wellness

• Memory Care

component based on the

Personalized Supportive Environment

“whole person” concept that
addresses the emotional,

• Respite

spiritual, social and physical
needs of residents.

Private Room, up to 28-day stay
Families can be assured that

Call for a tour

414-525-6500

Scan this QR code with your
smartphone for more in-depth
information on the Tudor Oaks
Retirement Community.

S77 W12929 McShane Drive,
Muskego, WI 53150
www.abhomes.net/wisconsin

Tudor Oaks Retirement Community is owned and operated by American Baptist Homes of the Midwest, a not-for-profit provider of senior housing and healthcare since 1930.
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their loved one is safe, secure
and living up to their greatest
potential as a resident of
Windsor Gardens.

Mr. Wagner, thank you for the conversation! Here’s
your word search!
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ACID
APPLE
AWFUL
BASEBALL
BET
BRACELET
BRANCH
BRAZEN
CALL
CANDY
CAREFULLY
DEFENSE
ENCYCLOPEDIA
FORM
GIVE
GREATER
GREEN

M

IDEA
IMAGINE
INTEND
JAIL
KEYBOARD
KNOWN
LEG
LINING
LOOK
MAMMA
MASON
MURDER
NAME
NIGHTMARE
PEAR
PLEASE
POLICE

A

REALIZE
SHOWS
SIN
SORRY
SUCH
SUICIDE
SYMPATHY
THOUGH
THOUSAND
TWO
VOID
WAR
WATCH
WHY
WOOL
ZEBRA

.........................
At one point during a game, the coach called one of his 9-year-old
baseball players aside and asked, ‘Do you understand what cooperation is? What
a team is?’
The little boy nodded in the affirmative.
‘Do you understand that what matters is whether we win or lose together as a
team?’
The little boy nodded ‘yes’.
‘So,’ the coach continued, ‘I’m sure you know, when an out is called, you
shouldn’t argue, curse, attack the umpire, or call him a bad names. Do you
understand all that?’
The little boy nodded ‘yes’ again.
He continued, ‘And when I take you out of the game so another boy gets a
chance to play, it’s not good sportsmanship to call your coach ’a dumb ass’ is it?’
The little boy shook his head ‘NO’.
‘GOOD’, said the coach.
‘Now go over there and explain all that to your grandmother.
***********************************************************
“Old age is no place for sissies.”
—Bette Davis
“It’s no longer a question of staying healthy. It’s a
question of finding a sickness you like.”
—Jackie Mason
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Answers to this month’s puzzle on
36

.
.

ACROSS

DOWN

1. Midweek
2. The near past
5. Heated disagreement
7. Wisconsin Dells confection
9. .... of passage
11. Me my.... and I
14. More than needed
17. To instruct
19. Dihydrogen monoxide
21. Used to bake in
23. Give sustenance
25. Common color
26. Come to an understanding
28. Let go of something
31. To maliciously end a life
33. To entice to purchase
34. Daydream
35. To a great degree
36. Outdoor porch

1. Huh?
2. Hate to wait in
3. Woman of refinement
4. Home of the Robin
6. Young women
8. Pet pest
10. Plural of this
12. Money paid to be transported
13. To remove fruit from a tree
15. Small city
16. Preposition
17. Form of public transportation
18. Antlered animal
20. Showing gentleness or
concern
22. To move toward
24. Make believe
25. Good deal
27. Often sprained
29. May precede final document
30. Secondhand
32. .... and let ....

***********************************************************
Instead of the John, I call my bathroom the Jim. That way it sounds
better when I say I go to the Jim first thing every morning!

***********************************************************
”Retirement must be wonderful. I mean, you can suck in your
stomach for only so long.”
—Burt Reynolds
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Jerry Zelm

presents

A unique, one man show featuring
Jerry Zelm adding his vocal artistry
to some of the greatest popular songs
of the 50’s, 60’s and 70’s.
Hits of s *OHNNY -ATHIS
s 4ONY "ENNET
s &RANK 3INATRA
s 0ERRY #OMO
s !ND OTHERS FROM THE
Golden Era of music.

*ERRY :ELM s    s WWWJERRYZELMCOM s JERRY JERRYZELMCOM

What’s the best form of
birth control over 50?
Nudity.
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